A Peek at Next Week in…
Mrs. Kinzer’s & Ms. Sultan’s Class
Week of November 13-17,
2017

Thanksgiving Lunch Times
(11/17):
Sultan – 11:06-11:36
Kinzer – 11:09-11:39
$4.00 per visitor

Pictures with Santa
HCES – 6:30-8:30
November 10

Upcoming Events

•November 10 – Progress Reports go home
•November 10 – Pictures with Santa (see
above)
•November 13 – Fire Safety Program
•November 17 - Thanksgiving Lunch (see
times above)
•November 20-24 (Thanksgiving Break)

Math- Students will learn how to divide using one digit
divisors and up to four digits in the dividend. Various
strategies will be used to problem solve and estimate using
division.
Science- Our new unit of study is light. Students are learning
about reflection and refraction of light.
Reading: We will be finishing the book "GA, What's
Great About This State?" Look for a test date in your
child's agenda. Continue reviewing the vocabulary
words. They will test over those at the end of the book.
Vocabulary words are: heading, subheading, caption,
valley, plateau, plain, plantation, region, Piedmont,
sacrifice, monument, traditions, natural
resources, colonize, & symbols. A study guide has been
given.

Grammar: We are working on helping verbs. Here is a
song with a list of the helping verbs. The students will
have to know all 23 helping verbs and will have a quiz
where they have to list them all. (Quiz has been extended
to Wed., 11/15)
Helping verbs, helping verbs, there are 23!
Am, is, are, was and were, being, been, and be,

Have, has, had, do, does, did, will, would,
shall and should.
There are five more helping verbs: may, might, must, can,
could!

Writing: We are working on perfecting our informational
writing.
Social Studies - We will be finishing up our study of the
13 colonies and start talking about the events that led up
to the American Revolution.

